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China Insight: Deleveraging Seems Over, Watch For LGFVs To Return
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p9-10
Just a few hours after PBOC adviser Ma Jun said that more stimulus is on the
way to support the Chinese economy, PBOC on the 22nd October evening
took 2 measures to support financing for private enterprises.

EU 10Yr Yield – Risk Towards The 0.282-0.313 Support Zone Before Higher 
- by Ed Blake, p12
Watch for further short-term yield weakness towards the 0.282-0.313
support zone before the broader yield recovery resumes.

EUR/JPY – Scope For A Range Breakdown Towards Fibonacci Cluster
- by Marnie Owen, p13
Sell for a test of the 124.62 range low and an eventual breakdown towards
the 120.25/24 Fibonacci cluster.

Gold – Bulls Gain Traction For 1265.99/1286.98 - by Ed Blake, p14
Buy dips for a rally extension targeting 1265.99/1286.98. Stop under the
former rectangle resistance at 1214.35 and reverse on a break under the
1180.89 higher low.
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Inside this week’s edition…

Know the Flows: Major Asian Markets Still Look Good To Some Investors-
by Cameron Brandt, p3
Equity investors continued to pump money into Japan, China and Korea
Equity Funds heading into the final week of October as key US indexes
surrendered their year-to-date gains and political tensions weighed on
European markets.

Month-end Reminder - Should Be Usd Supportive
- Tony Nyman and Andy Dowdell, p4-5
As the Dollar moves broadly off its highs it's worth remembering seasonal
flows should be supportive (and for Q4 generally).

Equity Investors Withdraw Funds From Saudi Arabia Amid Khashoggi
Scandal - by Natalie Rivett and Ed Blake, p6-8
The murder of prominent Saudi government critic and journalist Jamal
Khashoggi earlier this month has caused international furore and crucially,
risks hurting Crown Prince Mohammad bin Salman’s (MBS) plans to attract
foreign investment as part of an ambitious, comprehensive overhaul of the
economy that was set to reduce the reliance on oil income (Vision 2030).
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Equity investors continued to pump money into Japan, China and Korea
Equity Funds heading into the final week of October as key US indexes
surrendered their year-to-date gains and political tensions weighed on
European markets. China Equity Funds posted their third largest weekly
inflow of record, Japan Equity Funds absorbed over $5 billion for only
the sixth time since EPFR started tracking them and another $518 million
flowed into Korea Equity Funds.

Europe Equity Funds ended the week with their smallest outflow since
early September as investors treated Italy – at least for now – as a stand-
alone case in its quest for more deficit spending. Italy Equity Funds
posted their 13th outflow in the past 14 weeks and Italy Bond Funds
their seventh in the past eight weeks.

Overall, EPFR-tracked Equity Funds recorded a collective net inflow of
$8.4 billion during the week ending October 24. Money Market Funds
took in over $15 billion while $955 million was pulled out of Alternative
Funds and $7.2 billion out of Bond Funds. Funds with socially
responsible (SRI) or environmental, social and governance (ESG)
mandates, with the notable exception of Asia-Pacific Equity Funds,
continue to attract fresh money even when the broader geographic
groups they are part of struggle.

At the asset class and single country fund levels, Municipal and Inflation
Protected Bond Funds extended their longest outflow streaks since 4Q16
and 4Q14 respectively. UK Equity Funds posted inflows for the first time
this quarter, Russia Equity Funds chalked up their biggest inflow since
mid-August and redemptions from Turkey Equity Funds hit a 14-week
high.

A mixed start to the third quarter corporate earnings season, political
tensions in Europe and the impending US mid-term elections kept
sector-oriented investors on edge going into the final week of October.
Of the 11 major Sector Fund groups tracked by EPFR only two, Telecoms
and Technology Sector Funds, posted inflows during the week ending

October 24 while the other nine experienced redemptions that ranged
from $8 million for Utilities Sector Funds to $1.1 billion for Financial
Sector Funds.

Know The Flows - Major Asian Markets Still Look Good To Some Investors
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research Back to Index Page

For further information on EPFR, please click HERE

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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As the Dollar moves broadly off its highs it's worth remembering
seasonal flows should be supportive (and for Q4 generally).

From last week:

US Bank: Its FX hedge rebalancing model sends a strong signal to BUY
USD and sell all other currencies at the October month-end WMR fix.
The average signal strength measures around two historical standard
deviations, making it the strongest USD buy-signal since 2008's GFC. CITI
reportedly say global equity prices have again fallen sharply in October (-
9% MTD move in the MSCI US equity index). The under-performance of
US assets, together with their assumed dominant position of the US in
international asset indices and tendency for foreign investors to hedge
more, gives a strong signal to buy Dollars. The well followed US bank
estimates the net USD buying need at around 18bp of global passive
AUM, making it the fourth largest preliminary signal since 1996. Signals
are fairly uniform across G10 apart from Yen, weakened by the
dominance of non-Japanese investors' needs to lower Japanese equity
hedges.

French Bank: Supports above view, its preliminary FX month-end
rebalancing signal expects flows to be STRONG USD BUYING across the
board (CA).

Also, this from NORDEA. Three reasons for potential Usd support into
month-end:

MONTH-END: At least vs EUR and Scandis. In their rebalancing model
(based on monthly proxied market value changes of bonds and equities
since 1989), the monthly negative market value change in USD assets is
close to a 2 standard-deviation event (for the first time in roughly ten
years), while it is less extreme looking at the EUR-proxy due to a positive
mark to market from German bond markets.

SOMA: The Fed's bond portfolio redemption day is October 31,
described as hefty by the Scandi giant and to necessitate the second
largest liquidity drain ever (July). On the ten SOMA days since February,
EUR/USD has always been lower at 16:15GMT vs Europe's open, by an
average of 0.25%, and odds are the USD will perform well Wed too.

REPATRIATION: If a company wishes to convert spot EUR into USD
before October's end, it must do so by October 29 (T-2). “HIA days”
show up a Dollar strengthening pattern on these days in 2018. Eur/Usd
has weakened by an average of 0.3% and done so eight out of nine times
this year.

Cont. Page 5

Month-end Reminder - Should Be Usd Supportive
By Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX Back to Index Page
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•Attempts to sell-off continue to attract strong buying 
interest near the 200-Day MA.

•MACD is back in positive territory following its earlier 
bullish cross.

•Scope is seen for a return to Aug’s 8.5084 peak in due 
course.

•Short-term momentum is underpinned by supports at 
8.2842 (19 Oct former reaction high) and 8.1967 (22 Oct 
low).

Month-end Reminder - Should Be Usd Supportive … Continued
By Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX Back to Index Page

We are long USD/NOK still.  Initiated at the very start of October at 8.1390 we were bullish on historically supportive Q4 seasonality.  We took 
half profits at 8.2760 on the 5th and are running the remainder for a possible march on 8.5000 nearer year-end.
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The murder of prominent Saudi government critic and journalist Jamal
Khashoggi earlier this month has caused international furore and
crucially, risks hurting Crown Prince Mohammad bin Salman’s (MBS)
plans to attract foreign investment as part of an ambitious,
comprehensive overhaul of the economy that was set to reduce the
reliance on oil income (Vision 2030).

After insisting for weeks that Khashoggi had safely left the consulate in
Istanbul on his own, despite mounting evidence he never left the
building, Saudi authorities have now finally acknowledged his death,
blaming this on a 'rogue operation' that went wrong. This explanation
does not necessarily mean a line has been drawn under the scandal. This
was reinforced by Turkish President Erdogan this week, who said that
the murder was planned in Saudi Arabia and that there were still
questions to be answered by the Saudi authorities. Even their great ally
the US seems to have lost patience, with President Trump calling it the
'worst cover-up ever’. The murder of Khashoggi is a threat to MBS'
image as a forward-thinking reformer and for investors, there remains
an important moral dilemma.

The scandal cast a shadow over the three-day Future Investment
Initiative in Riyadh, dubbed the 'Davos in the Desert' and led several top
executives from the likes of the IMF, BofA, JPM, BlackRock and Siemens
to pull out of the conference.

Data from our partners at EPFR shows that investors have also begun
withdrawing funds from Saudi Arabia. Flows for Equity Funds with a
mandate to invest in Saudi Arabia were net negative for seven straight
sessions into 24th October and moreover, on 16th October, investors
pulled a hefty USD14.5mn. The day before, almost USD13mn was
withdrawn from the iShares MSCI Saudi Arabia ETF, both the biggest
one-day net outflows on record.

A positive outlook at the start of the year

At the start of the year, the outlook for the Kingdom was positive, aided
largely by the expected inclusion to the Emerging Market indices

of the FTSE Russell in March and MSCI in June, both of which were duly
confirmed (effective next year) and marked key achievements for the
Kingdom. It was anticipated that, together, these index providers would
facilitate USD30-40bn of inflows in total over the next two years, based
on the foreign ownership levels of markets in neighbouring United Arab
Emirates and Qatar.

The boost to investor appetite for Saudi equities in the lead up to the
Kingdom's classifications as an Emerging Market has been clear to see –
the Tadawal All Share Index and the iShares MSCI Saudi Arabia ETF had
been on an upwards trend into the middle of the year, carving out fresh
multi-year and record highs in July/June respectively and at the time
were looking at ytd gains of ca. 18% and 22%. There was also a distinct
upwards trend in cumulative net inflows to Saudi Arabia Equity Funds –
these peaked at just shy of a 20% increase ytd (see following dashboard).

A cooling of sentiment towards Saudi Arabia in H2, but institutional
investors offer some support

A subsequent cooling of Saudi equity performance and net equity fund
inflows in the wake of the Emerging Market index classifications was
anticipated to some degree. The Tadawal and iShares MSCI Saudi Arabia
ETF ytd gains have roughly halved from their peaks. Potentially weighing
on sentiment this half of the year has been the suspension over the
summer of the plan to sell a 5% stake in state oil giant Saudi Aramco,
whilst we have also seen a more challenging backdrop develop for EMs
in general amid a combination of Fed rate hikes and concerns over global
growth and trade wars.

However, despite the daily outflows mentioned above, over the past
month or so, and amid the Khashoggi scandal, cumulative net inflows to
Saudi Arabia Equity Funds have been relatively stable, with much of the
moderation from H1 peaks seen in the lead up to mid-September. This
stability appears to lie with institutional investors who have helped to
offset the increasing net outflows from retail investors (see dashboard).

Cont. Page 7

Equity Investors Withdraw Funds From Saudi Arabia Amid Khashoggi Scandal
By Natalie Rivett, Senior Emerging Markets Analyst, & Ed Blake Chief FI Technical Analyst Back to Index Page
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Equity Investors Withdraw Funds From Saudi Arabia Amid Khashoggi Scandal … Continued
Back to Index Page

Cont. Page 8
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It is worth pointing out that Saudi Arabia Equity institutional net flows
jumped to USD13.4mn in the week ended 17th October, the most
positive weekly print since mid-June. Additionally, the Tadawal All Share
Index posted a +1% gain for the week, when volatility climbed to the
highest level since early 2016. In every session last week and into the
middle of this week, the market retreated in early trade before staging a
recovery of sorts to enter the close of play at improved levels, suggesting
the government has been attempting to support the equity market.

Short term impact, with lure of Saudi Arabia's economic reinvention to
win out

For its part, Saudi Arabia is trying to satisfy investor concerns; it has
already vowed 'corrective measures', above and beyond holding the
culprits accountable for the incident and has stressed it will not use its
oil wealth for political leverage. Yet, the Khashoggi scandal is not going
to be forgotten any time soon and the degree to which it impacts Saudi
assets going forward will depend largely on whether the US becomes
more heavily involved, having already revoked the visas of Saudis
implicated in the journalist's murder.

The absence of Western executives from the conference this week
demonstrates increased business concerns over Saudi Arabia's poor
human rights record and it may well be the case that investment in the
economy receives a blow in the short-run, potentially posing downside
risks to the IMF's 2.2% growth forecast this year. That said, the
sovereign has still managed to secure over USD50bn in future
investment this week – the lure of billions of dollars to be made amid
Saudi Arabia's economic reinvention may be enough for business leaders
and equity investors to move past the crisis.

For now, the technical outlook points to further downside for the iShares
MSCI Saudi Arabia ETF, but it could be due a rebound in the longer-term,
if the market moves past the current crisis as we expect. A failure to
break support at 27.060 would be an encouraging sign.

• Retreated from 31.990 (5 June record high) to 27.060 (11 October low,
near 38.2% retrace of 19.070/31.990 rally), before ranging under 29.320
(16 October high)

• Deteriorating daily/weekly studies suggest a return through 27.060
opening 26.200/26.270 (2 March higher low and equality of
31.990/27.860 projected from 30.400)

• Sustained easing would then risk 25.530 (50% retrace of 19.070/31.990
rally), perhaps the 24.690 (20 November 2017) higher low

• From here, only a failure to break under 27.060 and/or a clearance of
current range resistance at 29.320 would question downside risk and re-
open 30.400 (1 October lower high)

Equity Investors Withdraw Funds From Saudi Arabia Amid Khashoggi Scandal … Continued
Back to Index Page

.

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/resources/product-content/ader-steady-at-the-fed-sideways-in-the-market
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Just a few hours after PBOC adviser Ma Jun said that more stimulus is on the
way to support the Chinese economy, PBOC on the 22nd October evening
took 2 measures to support financing for private enterprises.

1st: PBOC announced it will set up tools to support private corporate bond
issuance. In particular, PBOC will provide initial funds through re-lending to
financial institutions (FIs) to offer credit-risk mitigation tools and other credit
enhancements;

2nd: PBOC will increase its re-lending and re-discounting quota to qualified
FIs by CNY150bn to support credit extension to private enterprises. This is
the 2nd time for a quota increase this year after the CNY150bn in June.

We're not surprised by these new policy moves as top officials and regulators
on 19 October spoke to boost investors' confidence in the private enterprise
sector. PBOC governor Yi Gang and CBIRC chief Guo Shuqing on that day
openly reassured investors that China's economy and financial markets
remain stable despite the weakness of the A-share market.

All of these, combined with the latest 100bp cut in RRR suggests that the
central government is suspending or even ending its financial deleveraging
program. Instead, policymakers may be already opting for re-leveraging as
the economy is already being negatively impacted by the US-China trade war.
With the deleveraging program ending, somebody might ask how much it has
achieved.

Disappointingly, data suggests that the deleveraging program has not
achieved much for the whole system since it kicked off in late-2016. As per
Chart 1, all sectors have seen an increase in their debt-to-GDP ratios over the
past two years.

However, at the corporate level, the program achieved quite a lot for non-
property firms. Chart 2 shows that the median net debt/EBITDA ratio of non-
property companies has fallen to -0.3X from +0.2X as of 2015-end, regardless
of little change in the median total debt/EBITDA ratio.

Cont. Page 10

China Insight: Deleveraging Seems Over, Watch For LGFVs To Return
By Tim Cheung Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst Back to Index Page
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In contrast to non-property firms, property developers failed to deleverage
meaningfully. Chart 3 shows the median total-debt-to-total-capital-ratio of
Chinese property developers fell only slightly to 52% from the peak of 55%
registered in 2016. That being said, property developers over the past 2
years managed to hold adequate amounts of cash in relation to their
upcoming debt maturities. That's why the median short-term debt to cash
ratio came off from 1.5X to 1.0X (Chart 4).

Looking forward, the central government will likely rely on LGFV financing
again as a means to re-leverage. In fact, net LGFV financing has turned
positive again since July (Chart 5). Meanwhile, restrictions on WMPs (wealth
management products) issuance will also be relaxed. Following the new
asset management (AM) and wealth management (WM) rules requiring
banks to operate their WM business independently from their other banking
businesses (i.e. creating a WM subsidiary), CBIRC has issued draft guidelines
on the setup and operation of such subsidiaries. This move, to a certain
extent, can limit the risks for the banking sector without restraining the
issuance of WMPs, which are one of the funding sources for many small
corporate borrowers.

China Insight: Deleveraging Seems Over, Watch For LGFVs To Return … Continued 
Back to Index Page
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• The recovery from 0.188 (29 May spike low) peaked at 0.580 (10 
October high), ahead of the current sharp setback

• Deteriorating daily studies suggest an extension towards strong 
support clustered between 0.282-0.313

• This consists of the July/August and September lows and is just above 
a 28-month rising trendline at 0.275

• While these holds, watch for a resumption of the broader yield 
recovery targeting 0.580 then 0.648-0.660 cluster

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Watch for further short-term yield weakness towards the 0.282-0.313 
support zone before the broader yield recovery resumes

EU 10Yr Yield – Risk Towards The 0.282-0.313 Support Zone Before Higher
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 0.703 8 March 2018 high 
R4 0.660 76.4% retrace of 0.806/0.188 fall. close to 24 April/15 May lower highs (0.656/0.648) 
R3 0.580 10 October high, just over 61.8% retracement of 0.806/0.188 fall 
R2 0.483 22 October 2018 high 
R1 0.401 12 September 2018 former low 

Support Levels 

S1 0.348 6 September 2018 low 
S2 0.313 3 September 2018 low 
S3 0.282 6 July 2018 low, near 17 August 2018 low (0.287) and a 28-month rising trendline at 0.275 
S4 0.188 2018 low – 29 May, near 61.8% retrace of -0.205/0.806 (0.181) 
S5 0.156 2017 low – 18 April 
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• Fell from the 133.13/133.49 resistance barrier to retrace over 61.8% 
of the 124.91/133.13 upswing, and deteriorating daily studies (not 
shown) point to a test of the 124.91 (15 August 2018)/124.62 range 
lows

• Should the next downswing prove forceful enough to prompt a 
bearish weekly MACD cross, watch for a downside range break with 
scope towards the 120.25/24 Fibonacci cluster, perhaps the 117.82 
pre-gap high on extension

• If the 124.91/62 area holds, ranging will continue

• It would take clearance above 133.40 to shift the focus higher

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Sell for a test of the 124.62 range low and an eventual breakdown 
towards the 120.25/24 Fibonacci cluster

EUR/JPY – Scope For A Range Breakdown Towards Fibonacci Cluster
Technical Analysis by Marnie Owen Back to Index Page
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• Fell from April’s 1365.22 peak to August’s 1160.39 base before 
recovering to range in the 1180.89/1214.35 rectangle

• This has since resolved bullishly and with new 3½-month highs being 
posted, we look for further recovery

• Above 1265.99 lower high would give bulls traction for clustered 
resistance under 1286.98 (61.8% retracement of 1365.22-1160.39 
fall)

• Only below prior rectangle resistance at 1214.35 would caution and 
signal extended consolidation over 1180.89

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy dips for a rally extension targeting 1265.99/1286.98. Stop under the 
former rectangle resistance at 1214.35 and reverse on a break under the 
1180.89 higher low

Gold – Bulls Gain Traction For 1265.99/1286.98
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 1326.03 11 May 2018 lower high 
R4 1309.47 14 June 2018 high, just below 76.4% retrace of 1366.15/1160.39 fall at 1316.88 
R3 1286.98 61.8% of 1366.15/1160.39 fall, nr 19 June 2018 high (1284.13) & 21 May 2018 low (1282.18) 
R2 1265.99 9 July 2018 high, near 50% retrace of 1366.15/1160.39 fall at 1262.81 
R1 1248.60 12 July 2018 high, near the recent eight-week rectangular consolidation target 

Support Levels 

S1 1214.35 28 August 2018 former high, just below 1218.78 (18 October low) 
S2 1180.89 28 September 2018 low – base of recent eight-week rectangular consolidation 
S3 1160.39 2018 low – 16 August 
S4 1122.89 15 December 2016 higher low 
S5 1108.45 29 January 2016 low 
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